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Welcome to our latest issue of 
The Gisborne Herald’s From 
the Land, our local farming 

publication. At time of writing the 
country is in Covid-19 Alert Level 4 
lockdown. We hope everyone is doing 
well in their bubble. It is a good time to 
remember that our farmers and growers 
are an essential service, ensuring that we 
have food on our tables.

In this issue we talk to Stephen 
Thomson about his change of career that 
led him to be named Bayleys’ Rookie of 
the Year and whose brainchild it was to 
create Surfing for Farmers. We find out 
how Malcolm and Caroline Rau have 
quietly built up the Gisborne region’s 
largest deer herd on their property and 
we learn about Trees That Count,  a 
programme by national environmental 
charity Project Crimson Trust with an 

ambitious vision to plant 200 million 
native trees across Aotearoa.  Finally, 
Gisborne-based LeaderBrand has rolled 
out a raft of benefits in order to secure a 
workforce.

If you know of an interesting story 
that we can feature in a future issue 
please don’t hesitate to contact me on 
869 0654 or email me at cara.haines@
gisborneherald.co.nz.  We also welcome 
feedback and would love to hear from 
you.

Cara Haines
Features Team Leader
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All Your Fencing Supplies

Biggest 
benefit of 
dry gear... 
is in your 
pocket

We have the biggest range of fencing 
gear in the region
Timber: Rough-sawn, H3.2 or H4 treated for durability.

Wire, netting, permanent wire strainers
• Nails • Staples • Bugle screws 
• Gates and hardware and more

Come in and see me first for the best deal!

Largest range of posts in town. 
Rounds, halves, quarters, strainers & poles.
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We talk a lot about capital gains but 
it’s time we also spoke about the 
human capital of our farmers.  

 
Our farmers are resilient, hard-working 
resourceful people who do the best with what 
they have but is this hard work ethic getting 
in the way of the working smarter ethic?

Farming isn’t getting any easier so we need 
to become smarter because sitting still isn’t 
going to work.

The level of complexity and compliance 
farmers now face can be cognitively 
challenging for anyone.

Whether it’s nutrient management plans, 
debt consolidation, succession planning, 
genetic programmes, farm environmental 
plans, animal welfare codes or infrastructure 
planning, there’s a lot on their plate. Then 
there’s the weather, disease, pest infestation, 
trade wars, FX and climate change.

Their plate isn’t getting better but what’s 
on it is piling up.

Because of this continual chaos and 
complexity, we need to keep developing 
talent density to keep ahead of the curve as 
Netflix CEO Reed Hastings reminds us.  
   Netflix and all the other tech giants have 
a deliberate policy of ensuring the talent 
they attract is ahead of the game. They 
invest heavily in their people to make sure 
they are the best they can be so they remain 
innovative, disruptive and profitable.

For some, their farming systems are locked 
into an inter-generational system imprinted 
upon them from their forefathers. They 
literally don’t know what they don’t know.

Because of this, the risk is we have a 
static monoculture of farmers doing the same 
thing getting fewer results, also known as 
The Law Of Diminishing Returns. Not great 
for them or for our economy.

A crop paddock never grows the same crop 
year after year because the nutrients need 
to replaced. The paddock has to be rotated 
in crop to ensure its soils remain fertile 
to maximise plant growth and yield over 
subsequent seasons.

Our farmer’s minds have to remain 
replenished rather than remain reactive in the 
same way.

If we want to yield more from our farmers, 
we have to feed their minds in the top two 
inches – the most important muscle.

So what’s the brainfood we can feed our 
farmers?

How can we grow our farmers using the 

right, nutritious content?
Consumer preferences are changing 

rapidly. Just take plastic and the public u-turn 
on this. A tipping point has been reached 
where you are scorned for carrying a plastic 
bag from the supermarket.

Some farming practices could suffer the 
same fate if we’re not careful.

That said, there’s a lot of amazing work 
happening out 
there already.

AWDT do a 
grand job with 
their Escalator 
programmes 
(not just for 
women either). 
B+LNZ also 
invest heavily 
in workshops 
and seminars to 
achieve greater 
productivity 
and profitability 
using extension. Same for Dairy NZ and 
DINZ. Other industry associations, too 
many to list here, have the best of intentions 
trying to do all they can to lift and improve 
the profitability and productivity of their levy 
paying members. This is all good stuff.

Yet I wonder if we’re still missing 
something.

    • Where do farmers get educated about 
marketing, brands and consumer behaviour 
so they can get a closer connection to their 
customers and capture more of the value?

    • Where can they learn about buyer 
behaviour or pricing psychology to better 
their returns from their produce?

    • Where can they learn about selling 
more strategically?

The internet is full of free resources and 
online courses. Farmers are consumers 
themselves too, so sometimes it’s simply a 
case of a change in mindset using the same 
lens they use as a consumer.

The smart ones are investing in themselves 
so they can become value makers vs. price 
takers. 

This of course all comes with risk — the 
risk of alienating intermediaries that have 
fulfilled the role of marketer for many years; 
the risk of failure and public criticism; the 
risk of losing your land even.

All these risks need to weighed up and 
mitigated using the right resources and 
advice.

The best advice is to take little bets. Don’t 
bet the farm on the latest and greatest. Test 
and trial just as you would with any new crop 
or grass. Test your market. Test your message. 
Test your media. Bullets, not cannon balls.

You are your own architect.
You either act or be acted upon. The only 

way to change things is change by taking 
action. If not, be prepared to face more of the 

same, or less.
And you will 

always absolve 
yourself of 
your marketing 
responsibility 
when you 
abdicate that 
responsibility 
to your meat or 
dairy partner.

Like voting, 
don’t complain 
about what you 
end up with if 

you haven’t.
“You always fall to your highest level of 

training” – US Navy Seals
I was reminded of this quote when reading 

David Goggins book Can’t Hurt Me (warning: 
he’s one intense cussing dude but well worth a 
read).

 

The quote is a poignant and timely one that 
tells us when we come under pressure, do we 
rise or fall to the level of our training? 

    • Are we training our farmers to be the 
true business people they need to be?

    • Are we arming them with the right 
tools, skills and systems to take on a rapidly 
disruptive marketplace?

    • Where can they access the right, relevant 
information in a way that isn’t overwhelming? 

Farmers have done a great job of feeding 
us and our families for many generations so I 
think it’s time we returned the favour and fed 
them too. 

 

St John Craner 
is managing 
director of 
Agrarian who train 
underperforming 
rural companies 
how to improve 
their sales and 
marketing results. 
www.agrarian.co.nz

Time to grow the farmer, not just the farm?
3The Gisborne Herald • Wednesday, August 25, 2021
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WHEN IT COMES TO SERVICING YOUR 
RURAL TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS, 
WE HAVE IT COVERED.

WHEN IT COMES TO SERVICING YOUR 
RURAL TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS, 
WE HAVE IT COVERED. Phone 06 8685340 Phone 06 8685340
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109 Main Rd, Makaraka, 

Ph 06 868 8479

www.eastoutdoors.co.nz



FARMING IN HIS BLOOD: 
While his career pathway 
may have changed, Stephen 
Thomson’s heart remains 
firmly centred on the rural 
scene and farming. Stephen, 
wife Nicole and son Jasper 
are pictured at Midway 
Beach — the birthplace of 
his award-winning Surfing 
for Farmers initiative. 
 Picture by Paul Rickard A MAN 

OF THE 
LAND

by Murray Robertson 

Stephen Thomson is a man farmers 
listen to when it comes to farm and 
livestock development and he has 

converted that expertise to a new career 
pathway.

His transition from AgFirst consultant 
to Bayleys rural real estate specialist 
got off to a lightning-fast start last year 
with the sale of the high-performing 
Mangaheia Station near Tolaga Bay.

Stephen said that sale, at a time when 
there was concern the farm might go 
out of sheep and beef and into trees, will 
always be a career highlight.

It was bought in a 50/50 partnership 

by McNeil Farming Ltd and the Briant 
family and the property continues to be a 
high-performing pastoral business.

He was recently named the national 
Bayleys ‘Rookie of the Year’ for both rural 
sales and also overall across all sectors of 
the New Zealand-wide Bayley’s network.

Stephen was always going to be 
involved in the land.

His mother and father have a farm at 
Manutuke and that’s where he was raised.

“I naturally migrated towards farming 
as a career,” the 36-year-old said.

After leaving school he completed a 
degree in agriculture and agribusiness at 
Massey University.

“That remains a great time of my life. 
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13 Te Maanga Rd 
Matawhero

Phone 06 868 5280
heavyequip@xtra.co.nz

Helping grow the country

Genetics Specialist:   

Emma Pollitt           027 597 5821   

Livestock Manager: 

Jamie Hayward     027 434 7586                          

Wairoa Livestock Representatives                                                                                 

Mason Birrell         027 496 7253 

Ian Rissetto            027 444 9347                                                                              

East Coast Livestock Representatives:

Stephen Hickey 027 446 9969   

Tony Holden  027 598 1538

Chris Hurlstone  027 598 6542 

Bob Morse 027 479 3278   

Wally Moore 027 473 7455

Pete McGrannachan 027 598 6530

Alex Chrisp 027 801 0104                                                                              

Breeding 
Better 
Business

As part of New Zealand’s largest Livestock network, 
our team of Genetics Specialists have more contacts, 
more reach and more market influence.

If you’re looking for a planned approach to success, give us a call today.

fb.com/pgwgenetics 
instagram.com/pgwgenetics
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I made so many friends from all parts of 
the country.”

Once he returned to Gisborne, Stephen 
met his future wife, Nicole Richards.

“We met through my cousin and after I 
convinced Nicole to do a quick OE based 
around a three-month trip for the 2015 
Rugby World Cup, that was enough to 
prove she was a keeper. We got married 
in 2016.”

The couple have a son, Jasper, who will 
be two years old in December.

“Nicole and I are very lucky to have 
Jasper in our lives. Having a family 
changes things but I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.”

Stephen has made a solid mark in a 
range of farming and rural-related areas 
outside of farm advisory work and now in 
rural real estate.

He has been a member of the Poverty 
Bay A&P Show committee for several 
years and remains on the executive board.

He served 10 years on the Ngatapa 
Rugby and Associated Sports Club 
committee, including three years as club 
captain and two as president.

He is a member of The Sunrise 
Foundation grants committee and has 
been on the regional Federated Farmers 
committee in past years.

Stephen is the brainchild behind 
Surfing for Farmers, an initiative 
established in Gisborne that has had a 
profound impact on the wellbeing of 
farmers nationwide.

What started out three summers ago as 
a couple of dozen farmers having a surf 
at The Pipe break at the end of Stanley 
Road and a beer afterwards has become 
well established across New Zealand.

Hundreds of farmers have been 
catching waves to relax and unwind.

Stephen is justifiably proud of the 
intiative’s success, reflected in it winning 
the Teams Award  at the annual 
Federated Farmers New Zealand Primary 
Industry Awards.

“One of the key successes of Surfing 
for Farmers is farmers turning up and 
showing other farmers it is OK to come 
down and have a go,” Stephen said.

“The buy-in has been awesome and it 
shows we are helping by filling a gap in 
this space.”

He considers himself lucky to 
have been the recipient of two major 
scholarships that helped develop his 
career.

“I spent two weeks in Japan on one of 

them with a delegation of young Kiwis 
learning more about Japanese agriculture 
and strengthening relationships.

“Then there was the Rotary Group 
Study Exchange (GSE), which involved 
six weeks in Canada and America hosted 
by rotary members.

“Those trips gave me the opportunity 
to see parts of the world and gain great 
insights into agriculture in other parts of 
the world.”

In 2015 he completed the Kellogg 
Rural Leadership Programme through 
Lincoln University.

“That was a fantastic opportunity 
to meet numerous CEOs and up-
and-coming leaders of New Zealand 
agribusiness.

“It is a great course and one that I really 
thrived on. I would recommend anyone 
looking at it to just do it.”

Stephen became a local AgFirst 
consultant in 2008 and spent 11 years 
in that role, working with farmers 
throughout the region.

At the end of 2019 he started at 
Bayleys as part of the rural sales team.

“The transition from farm advisory 
work to rural real estate has been 
awesome.

“Like consultancy, we are very much 
solution providers in real estate, and the 
satisfaction of seeing two parties, vendor 
and purchaser, achieving their goals is 
extremely rewarding.

“I still find myself working with a lot of 
the same people — just the conversation 
changes and objectives are a bit different.

“While the sale of Mangaheia will 
remain a career highlight, I get a lot 
of satisfaction seeing iwi expand their 
businesses, especially within their rohe.

“Also it is great seeing smaller farming 
families grow their businesses so the next 
generation can be involved.”

Some of the exciting new initiatives 
he has been involved with include the 
Bayleys Spring Tour.

“We invited high net worth investors to 
Gisborne and spent two days showcasing 
the region and the region’s farms and 
farmers.

“This opened their eyes to the types of 
farms we have, the region’s ability to be 
a high-producing area, and introduced 
them to local farmers who encouraged 
them to invest in the local sheep and beef 
industry.

“I would also point to the Lane 
Brothers lease, the opportunity to market 

and then manage 1000 hectares on a  
20-year lease.

“It was a huge privilege, with the owners 
entrusting us to ensure their property is 
maintained and well managed for the next 
20 years.”

Andrew Cribb and Tom Sanson now 
operate Lane Bros Whangara Angus and 
farm.

“It is going to be exciting to see these 
guys go forward with that business.”

Stephen said it was always a big call 
when farmers decided to sell their farm, 
especially one that had been in the family 
for generations.

“So a big thank you to everyone who has 
allowed me to be part of their process over 
the last 18 months.

“There are a lot of political distractions 
from the day-to-day farming stories.

“However, right now we are experiencing 
fantastic prices for sheep and beef, and 
exceptionally low interest rates, so we need 
to stop and remember we are having a 
pretty good run at the moment.

 “All the best to everyone farming in the 
district.

“I’m looking forward to hearing how 
lambing goes and seeing that turn into 
great financial results.”

COMMITTED TO FARMING: Former AgFirst farm consultant Stephen Thomson 
switched to rural real estate two years ago.  Picture by Paul Rickard
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During the past 20 years, Malcolm and 
Caroline Rau have quietly built up 
the Gisborne region’s largest deer 

herd.
It has given their operation another 

layer of resilience in a changeable market, 
as well as other benefits associated with 
diversification.

The Rau farm, Puketia Station, is nestled 
in the misty foothills of Te Urewera. It has 
an even split of sheep, beef and deer — a 
deliberate strategy aimed at providing 
resilience to market fluctuations.

Like many farmers, they were passed the 
baton by the previous generation.

They initially leased Puketia from 
Malcolm’s parents in 1999 and bought it 
from them in 2006.

A year later they expanded, leasing the 
neighbouring 400-hectare Manakotahi 
Station to make a total of 1000ha effective.

Their work over the past two decades was 
recognised last year when they were named 
Federated Farmers’ Wairoa-Gisborne-East 
Coast Farmer of the Year. 

Their three-year average surplus of $695 
per hectare certainly played a part in that.

Sheep and beef are the cornerstone of 
many Kiwi farms but Malcolm says having 
deer in the mix has more than one advantage.

“There are definitely benefits to having 
that third stock species — pasture-wise and 
also parasite-wise. It actually benefits all the 
stock. One class or one species will consume 
the worms or larvae from the other one but it 
won’t affect them — they’re not compatible. 

“So they’re taking out each other’s worm 
burden as they go, with a little bit of stock 
management. You put the right class of stock, 
at the right time, in front of the next class of 
stock.”

Malcolm also reckons having different 
classes helps manage the weeds so they don’t 
need to spray anything.

Despite a few “stitches, broken bones and 
hospital visits” from ill-tempered stags in 
his early days, he says he loves working with 
deer.

“I grew up on a deer farm and always 
worked on deer farms, so it was a natural fit. 
At the time, when I really started building up 
in deer in the early 2000s, the industry was 
extremely low. I started out with a small herd 
of about 120 hinds. We have a few thousand 
deer now so we’ve come a long way.”

Genetics and feed are important factors in 
any deer operation but Malcolm puts another 
one above them all — temperament.

“A lot of the time, I’m in the deer yards by 
myself so if something goes wrong, there’s no 
one around to do anything or anyone with 
the skills to help. It’s me and them all the 

Award-winning 
approach paying 

dividends

0800 862 010
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DEER FARMERS: Malcolm 
and Caroline Rau have 
spent 20 years building up 
the largest deer herd in the 
Gisborne region. 
 Picture courtesy of Rural News

time so temperament is number one and 
goes ahead of production.” 

The biggest day-to-day challenge 
remains price fluctuations.

Since the Covid-19 pandemic began, 
venison prices have dropped around 50 
percent, with premium New Zealand 
venison less in demand from overseas 
restaurants, many of which cannot open. 

Velvet sales remain steady, adding 
another income stream to the operation.

“Velvet dropped a small amount but 
nothing too much,” Malcolm says.

“Maybe 10 percent. It normally 
fluctuates that much year-to-year anyway.” 

Inevitable price fluctuations give rise to 
a need for lending and Malcolm says his 
bank has stepped up whenever needed. 
“The first 18 years weren’t much fun 
financially but the last five years have been 
a bit more enjoyable because the pressure’s 
not as high as it was.”  

Malcolm says their banker — who’s 
been with them for 14 years — knows the 
business really well.

“He was part of the excitement of the 
Farmer of the Year. But he’s also been there 
for the tougher times, too.”

Malcolm believes the secret to their 
success comes down to persistence.

“Being a good farmer is all about 
experience. It’s not something you can 

know when you start. It’s something you’ll 
gain through your career.

“We felt like we were treading water 
for years and years, and it’s just starting to 
work out now.”

Looking forward, the Raus say while 
land in Matawai doesn’t become available 
often, they’ll definitely look for the 
opportunity to expand if it does.

“I think we need to grow the business to 
keep up,” Malcolm says. 

“To have a productive farm, the size 
increases every year — 400 hectares used to 
be a pretty productive farm but you need to 
aim a bit higher than that now.”

The couple’s three kids – identical 
twin daughters Isobel and Fritha, and 
son Murdoch — will have the option of 
farming Puketia if they want it.

“But there’s no pressure. To be fair, it 
would probably be easier if no one wanted 
to go farming because we’d be able to 
help them all the same in whatever they’re 
doing,” Malcolm says.

“But all of the kids know how to shear 
a sheep, how to velvet stags, calve cows — 
they can all do it.”

Fritha is a civil servant, Isobel is a rural 
vet technician and Murdoch is shepherding 
in Pahiatua.  

Caroline says they instilled a strong work 
ethic in their kids from day one.

06 8631999  BEST RANGE  

BEST PEOPLE  

BEST DEALS gisborne@jml.co.nz 
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Transport and Earthwork
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M: 0278 249 535
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Trees That Count is a programme 
of national environmental charity 
Project Crimson Trust with an 

ambitious vision to plant 200 million 
native trees across Aotearoa. The project 
is designed to protect landscapes and 
waterways, to help combat climate 
change, provide biodiversity habitats 
and grow native forests for our future 
generations. Trees That Count is a 
unique and evolving programme 
which began in seedling form back in 
November 2016, and has grown into a 
movement involving over 20,000 Kiwi 
individuals, planters and businesses.

The project works on the basis of 
either donating a native tree or trees 
whether that be as an individual, a family 

group, a business, a school or tertiary 
institute,  an NGO, iwi or a government 
organisation. $10.00 will purchase a 
native tree, and the funder is able to 
select the region in which the tree will 
be planted.  Other ways to fund native 
trees include gifting a tree to family or 
friends, crowd funding for native trees 
through  a ‘Tree Registry’, or gifting 
trees to large groups with their bulk tree 
gifting service.  

The pool of native trees funded is 
allocated to planters who have applied 
for available trees. This process works 
by registering on the Trees That Count 
website, where you are able to apply for 
trees for your particular project. Before 
applying, it is a requirement to record 

Making it 
count

Turihaua Angus owner Paul Willams and son 
planting native trees. Pictures by Strike Photography
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how many trees you have already planted 
since 2016, which is added to the Trees 
That Count national tally. You also need 
to have planted at least 150 native trees 
before applying for funded native trees for 
next season.  

Kirsty Gaddum is the East Coast 
regional adviser for Trees That Count 
and has been involved with the project 
since its inception on both a personal and 
regional level. Kirsty describes the project 
as “a sharing of opportunities” both for 
people who fund trees or who apply for 
native trees to be planted. Locally, there 
is a strong history of large landowners, 
namely farms and stations, clusters of 
community groups such as schools, 
neighbourhood trusts and individuals who 
have contributed and are benefitting from 
funding of the ongoing project. 

Similarly, the recipients or “planters” in 
the Tairāwhiti region mainly consist of 
organisations, marae or large farms and 
stations.  The leaderboard on the Trees 
That Count website enables both funders 
and planters to keep track of how many 
trees they have donated or planted and in 
what areas of the region.  

One of the larger planters in our 
region is the Turihaua Angus stud 
farm which encompasses the Turihaua 
Station Wetland Corridor project.  Three 
kilometres of the Turihaua Stream flow 
through the property and concerns were 
raised about the poor water quality 
entering the sea at a popular beach 
destination for day trippers and freedom 
campers making use of the highly valued 
area for swimming and fishing purposes.  

Planting hardy native trees adjacent to 
the stream has the benefits of reducing 
contaminant loads in the stream through 
filtering stormwater run-off from 
paddocks, preventing stock from entering 
waterways and providing shade for native 
fish and eels who inhabit the stream while 
also creating corridors for native birds 
between bush blocks.

Turihaua Station has been active in five 
seasons of planting totalling 9007 trees 
received from 54 generous business and 
individual funders through the Trees That 

Count marketplace. The total number of 
trees added to the count stands at 15,994.

Henry and Sofie Gaddum from Kotare 
Station at Matawai are in the process of 
applying for trees to continue planting 
on their farm. They have already planted 
10,000 native trees on their property 
under the Motu Catchment Project,  
which holds them in good stead to record 
their count on the My Trees/Plantings 
register.  Henry says they are aiming to 
plant more natives on erosive blocks and 
also to provide a canopy of larger trees 

over previously planted low trees and 
flaxes. 

The idea is to enhance existing native 
areas and complete new ones, all helping 
to stop erosion and to increase the 
biodiversity on the farm.

Check out the Trees That Count website 
to find out more about this sustainable 
programme which is geared towards our 
future generations and our environment’s 
well-being.

 
www.treesthatcount.co.nz

Riparian planting at Turihaua.

183 Carnarvon St, Gisborne. 4010
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P: 06 867 9811  |  F: 06 867 3963
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www.ehinsurance.co.nz

Specialist insurance expertise 

and comprehensive cover for the 

farm, business or household.

Proud sponsors of our local  

community.

Premium Instalment Options | Real People Honest Advice

Emerre & Hathaway your rural 
insurance specialists and proud 
supporters of our rural  
community.
supporters of our rural 

Do you have the 
right insurance 
cover? 

Call in and talk 
to the friendly 
team about your 
insurance needs 
today.  
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Enriching the East Coast…

0800 68 60 60

FREEPHONE

Get in touch  |  www.farmersair.co.nz

…for over 40 years

41140-01



With the abundance of winter 
sun these last couple of weeks, 
the grass is bound to freshen 

up so let’s hope spring is on it’s way.
There are plenty of lambs running 

around on the lower country which 
means the next job on the list for 
farmers is docking.

The outline of this article is to discuss 
various aspects around this farming 
practice. 

Docking is the process of shortening 
a lamb’s tail. 

The main benefits of docking include: 
 • Prevention of faeces building up 

and urine staining on the animals tail 
and hindquarters

 • Decreasing the risk of flystrike
 • Making shearing easier and 

cheaper. 
Removal of the tail has the potential 

to affect many aspects of the animal’s 
anatomy, physiology, behaviour, farm 
management and production. The 
procedure is also painful (this varies 
whether a docking ring or docking iron 
is used). 

Therefore, it is important that 
docking is undertaken properly — the 
benefits of docking must outweigh 
the harms and those harms should be 
minimised. 

As such, it is recommended that the 
tails of lambs be docked at a length so 
that the remaining tail is long enough 
to cover the vulva and the equivalent 
length in males. 

This is the recommended best 
practice and what is stated in the 
Animal Welfare Code. 

However, in areas where flystrike is 
a risk (such as the majority of the East 
Coast/Gisborne region), it is acceptable 
for the tail to be docked no shorter than 
the folds on the underside of the tail. 
This length is variable between animals. 

Under no circumstances is it 
acceptable for animals to be docked 
with no tail (even so, many lambs are 

docked this way).
Farmers should consult with their 

meat companies, as many will have 
policies which they prefer their clients 
to follow. 

Docking is an emotive issue and 
one that is going to come under the 
spotlight in the next few years. 

There are no doubts that at the 
moment benefits outweigh the harms 
— but how long that lasts is anybody’s 
guess, especially when considering 
market accessibility. 

Currently there are guidelines in 
place for tail length and these should be 
strictly adhered to. 

Docking season 
on the way

by Dr Andrew Cribb, 
East Coast Farm Vets
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349 Childers Road (Cnr Childers Rd & Carnarvon St) 

06 868 8616 • info@eastcoastfarmvets.co.nz



September 2021

October 2021

November 2021

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

 

244 245 246 247

248 249 250 251 252 253 254

255 256 257 258 259 260 261

262 263 264 265 266 267 268

269 270 271 272 273

Daylight Saving Begins
(clocks forward 1 hour)

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

31 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

304 274 275

276 277 278 279 280 281 282

283 284 285 286 287 288 289

290 291 292 293 294 295 296

297 298 299 300 301 302 303

Labour Day

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30

305 306 307 308 309 310

311 312 313 314 315 316 317

318 319 320 321 322 323 324

325 326 327 328 329 330 331

332 333 334

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Cattle 
Sale

Wairoa Cattle Sale Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Whangara Angus 
Yearling Sale

Turihaua Angus 
Yearling Bull Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Cattle 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Poverty Bay A&P 
Show

Poverty Bay A&P 
Show

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Cattle 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale

Matawhero Sheep 
Sale 
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in the next issue of   
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Cara Haines on 869 0654 
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ADAPTING WITH THE 

TIMES: Work is not just about 
the money nowadays. It’s a 
lifestyle choice as well, says 
LeaderBrand chief executive 
Richard Burke.

Turn up to work, get a bonus
A 

scheme by one of New Zealand’s 
largest vegetable growers in which 
people are paid a bonus for turning up 

to work has made national headlines.
Gisborne-based LeaderBrand has rolled 

out a raft of benefits in order to secure a 
workforce.

“I think our job now is to make it easy for 
people to come to work,” LeaderBrand chief 
executive Richard Burke told Radio NZ.

LeaderBrand employs 400 people across 
New Zealand and another 150 during 
seasonal peaks.

Labour shortage is “a real risk to our 
business”, Richard told RNZ.

“We have opportunities in every part of 
our business and in every location. It’s been 
like that for the past three to four years and 
it’s getting tougher.”

The drivers for today’s workforce have 
changed, he says.

“It’s not just about the money anymore  
. . . they’re looking for lifestyle.

“We’ve had to adapt and sort ourselves out 
and try to connect with what these guys are 
looking for now.”

LeaderBrand provides lunch most days 
and transport to and from work.

“We’re certainly supplying a lot of gear 
now — gear to keep people warm, gear to 
keep people dry.

“We’re doing things like birthday leaves — 
like take a day off on your birthday.”

There is also a bonus of $1 to $2 an hour 
for some seasonal jobs. 

The base hourly rate for work in most 
locations in the field or on the factory floor is 
about $24 or $25, Richard says.

“Interesting that you get a bonus for turning 
up, eh? But we start early and that’s not for 
everyone.

“It’s hard to run a business when people 

don’t turn up the next day because all of the 
planning goes out the window. 

“And it seems really weird that you are 
paying people to turn up, but at the end 
of the day we are trying to encourage the 
commitment . . . I guess.”
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for Qashqai ST of $417.57, $3,399 deposit and a final balloon payment of $16,624, X-Trail ST of $434.63, $3,679 deposit and a final balloon payment of $18,701. Final balloon payment is based on the guaranteed future value of each vehicle (subject to adjustments) (NFV). Total amount payable over the 

Enterprise Nissan    |    323 Gladstone Road, Gisborne    |    newsales@enterprisemg.co.nz    |    T 06 867 8368    |    enterprisegisborne.co.nz
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